In today's newsletter, we continue our countdown
of The Top 10 Reasons Why Your Orchid Won't Rebloom...
In yesterday's newsletter, we talked about the
importance of recreating a "dry winter" for
certain types of orchids.
Remember, certain orchids (like Dendrobiums)
require a dry period of several weeks during the
winter months in order to "trigger" new bud
formation...
Okay, without further delay let's continue where
we left off:
The Top 10 Reasons Why Your Orchid Won't Rebloom
REASON #8
Pests & Diseases....
If your orchid is plagued with any sort of pest
or disease, then you have what we call a
"stressed" plant on your hands.
And just like when you or your family gets sick,
your orchid is using EVERY LAST OUNCE of energy
to fight off those foreign bugs!...
(It simply has NO energy left to produce
flowers...)
So to get your orchid to bloom again, the first
thing you need to do is nurse your plant back to
health :-)
The topic of pests & disease naturally deserves
more space than I can give it in this issue of
your newsletter. (And we'll be talking about
some effective ways to deal with a few common
pests in a later newsletter.)
But in the meantime, here are a few signs to
watch out for:
-Yellow spots, holes, or "nibble marks" on the
leaves or flowers
-Dark, soft, and rotting bulb/roots

Do you see any of these signs on your orchid?
Because if you've been having trouble getting
your orchid to rebloom, and you SUSPECT there
might be something plaguing your plant...
...then THAT'S where you should focus your
attention.
Orchid pests come in many shapes and sizes. And
some of the more common problems include Aphids,
Thrips, Mealy Bugs, & Spider Mites - just to name
a few...
If your orchid needs IMMEDIATE help, you should
know that we have an entire chapter in our book
devoted to fighting off orchid pests & disease.
And here's the link to learn more:
http://www.OrchidsMadeEasy.com/TheBook.html
In tomorrow's newsletter, our countdown of The
Top 10 Reasons Why Your Orchid Won't Rebloom
continues...
So stay tuned, because Reason #7 usually catches
people by surprise...
To Healthy, Vibrant Blooms!
-Ryan "The Orchid Guy"
http://www.OrchidsMadeEasy.com/TheBook.html
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